
Alexander Borodin was a chemist by profession, but is more readily 
remembered as among the finest of nineteenth century Russian composers. 
Borodin's dual life prevented him from completing a number of important 
musical works, among them the opera Prince Igor. The composer labored 
on the score (and text) intermittently for nearly 20 years, intending to create 
a great historical tableau based on an ancient ballad about a hero in 
Russia's struggles against the tribes of Central Asia. The Polovtsy tribe took 
Igor prisoner for a time, and this episode provides much of the dramatic 
impetus for the opera. Prince Igor -- later completed by Rimsky-Korsakov, 
Glazunov, and others -- remains one of the most important works in the 
history of Russian opera, though it is only rarely staged outside of its native 
land. Various reconstructions of Borodin's original intentions have been 
made, and the vast dimensions of the work pose problems. The work 
combines influences from French grand opera (rarely staged much anymore 
either) with, especially in its depiction of the "exotic" Polovtsy, the typically 
Russian harmonic daring also associated with Mussorgsky.
 The most famous music from the opera is a set of dances, the Polovtsian 
Dances, that accompany a banquet put on by the Khan of the Polovtsy. 
These are overwhelmingly brilliant and irresistibly barbaric in the best 
Romantic crowd-pleasing manner, particularly when performed with the 
original choral parts. The Dances gained an unexpected popular currency 
when one of the more memorable tunes was transformed into the song 
"Stranger in Paradise" as part of the Broadway musical Kismet (1953).

 Glinka, considered the father of Russian Nationalism in music, is largely 
known for two works: the operas A Life for the Tsar (1834 - 1836) and 
Ruslan and Lyudmila (1837 - 1842). Though the latter work met with a tepid 
reception at its premiere, while the former was an immediate success, 

Ruslan would eventually come to be ranked as his most influential effort, its 
rhythmically and harmonically inventive music rising above its mediocre libretto. 
Popular in the concert halls for a century and a half has been the work's perky 
overture, probably the composer's most widely performed orchestral piece. The 
Overture opens with a driving rhythmic figure that augurs the rhythmic styles of 
Borodin, Rimsky-Korsakov, and so many other Russian composers from 
succeeding generations. There follows a vigorous, joyous theme that hustles 
and leaps about with seemingly unbounded energy. After this melody is 
presented in a slightly subdued guise, a second theme is heard, a lively but 
mellow creation especially in its first appearance, played in the middle ranges 
of the cellos. Later, the opening rhythm is recalled and the themes are 
developed somewhat as the mood turns playful. Another go-round of themes is 
given before a variant of the main theme leads to the brilliant and colorful 
coda. 

While not utterly incomprehensible, the task of explaining the compositional 
history of Khovanshchina is blessedly beyond the scope of this article. Left 
unfinished at his death as a mass of disorderly manuscripts, Khovanshchina 
resists comprehension either as a drama, an opera or even a piece of music. It 
also resisted successful completion: after Mussorgsky's death in 1882, his 
friend Rimsky-Korsakov tried to put his manuscripts in order and to create a 
performing edition of Khovanshchina. Part of this task, the least part of this 
impossible task, was the opera's orchestration, including its prelude, called 
Dawn on the Muscovy River.
 The curtain rises during the prelude to reveal the pre-dawn city of Moscow at 
the end of the seventeenth century, the period which marks the rise of Peter 
the Great. Mussorgsky had left only indications as to how the scoring was to 
be handled, and Rimsky understandably chose to orchestrate it in his own 
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manner. One might not think that this would make an enormous difference in 
the essence of the music. But, to a surprising extent, Dawn on the Muscovy 
River is orchestral in its essence, and Rimsky's orchestration, with its bright 
woodwinds and light basses, with its tempo rubato and its languorous tempo, 
makes the work seem more like a pastoral than a city scene, more like a light 
elegy than the prelude to a historical tragedy which would end with the deaths 
of many of the characters and the mass self-immolation of most of the rest.
 Although Rimsky did succeed in creating a performing edition of the Khovan-
shchina and of the prelude, much of Mussorgsky's essence was lost in the 
recomposition.

Originally titled Ivanova noch na lysoy gore (St. John’s Night on Bald Moun-
tain), the piece evoked the pagan festivities of the midsummer Slavic holiday 
associated with the summer solstice, involving fire, water, and fertility rituals as 
well as the gathering of witches and spirits. The name of St. John became 
attached to the ancient holiday when the Christian church attempted to 
appropriate and alter the celebrations. Mussorgsky was inspired by Nikolay 
Gogol’s short story “St. John’s Eve.”
 After Mussorgsky’s death, Rimsky-Korsakov took up Night on Bald Mountain, 
rearranging and reorchestrating it in a more conservative manner, retaining 
Mussorgsky’s ferocious energy while somewhat lessening the piece’s demonic 
sound. Rejecting his friend’s original conclusion of crashing dissonance and 
savagery, Rimsky-Korsakov substituted an ending in which dawn and church 
bells disperse the gathered demons. The piece first reached an international 
audience in this form, when Rimsky-Korsakov conducted it in concert at the 
Paris Exhibition of 1887. Mussorgsky’s original version was not published until 
1968.
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Georg Solti LSO - Night On Bald M
ountain And Other Orchestral Showpieces

 Producer: John Culshaw    Engineer: Gordon Parry & Kenneth Wilkinson
Recorded by Decca 31 Jan & 2-3 Feb 1966 Kingsway Hall

Prince Igor
Adapted By [Completed] – Glazunov,Rimsky-Korsakov
Chorus – L.S.O. Chorus
Composed By – Borodin
1 Overture Orchestrated By – Glazunov 10:40
2 Polovtsian Dances Orchestrated By – Rimsky-Korsakov 13:35
3 Russlan And Ludmila - Overture Composed By – Glinka 4:50
4 Khovanshchina - Prelude
Adapted By [Completed], Orchestrated By – Rimsky-Korsakov
Composed By – Mussorgsky 4:55
5 Night On The Bare Mountain Arranged By – Rimsky-Korsakov
Composed By – Mussorgsky 11:00

Georg Solti
London Symphony Orchestra
Night On Bald Mountain

 and other Orchestral Showpieces


